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The Global Tsunami Model (GTM) Network
Abstract: The tsunamis occurred worldwide in the last two decades have highlighted the need for a thorough understanding of the risk posed by relatively infrequent
but often disastrous tsunamis and the importance of a comprehensive and consistent methodology for quantifying the hazard and risk. In an effort to coordinate and
streamline these activities and make progress towards implementing the Sendai Framework of Disaster Risk Reduction (SFDRR) we have initiated the Global Tsunami
Model (GTM) network, with the aim of i) enhancing our understanding of tsunami hazard and risk on a global scale and developing standards and guidelines for it, ii)
providing a portfolio of validated tools and benchmarks for probabilistic tsunami hazard and risk assessment at a range of scales, and iii) developing a global tsunami
hazard reference model. This GTM initiative has grown out of the tsunami component of the Global Assessment of Risk (GAR15), which has resulted in an initial global
model of probabilistic tsunami hazard and risk. Started as an informal gathering of scientists interested in advancing tsunami hazard analysis, the GTM is currently in the
process of being formalized through letters of interest from participating institutions. The initiative has now been endorsed by the United Nations International Strategy
for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) and the World Bank’s Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR). The GTM Governance, Structure, and the GTM first
activities and future roadmap will be now implemented in the framework of the recently awarded COST Action AGITHAR.
Background – why GTM?

Previous work on hazard and risk for UN-ISDR
and GFDRR
─ Multi-institutional work needed to advance global
risk understanding

Example: Global Assessment Report, GAR
─ Full tsunami risk analysis, estimates of losses for
nations
Idea: Need to gather scientific community for
─ Collective effort for improved understanding of
global tsunami hazard and risk
─ Provide reference maps
─ Improve methods, develop guidelines and standards
─ Non-exclusive initiative from the tsunami community
itself
Ensure relevance towards stakeholders

GTM’s added value and vision
The GTM overall vision and goals are to collaboratively
achieve a thorough understanding of tsunami hazard and
risk, together with the processes that drive them
Facilitate compatibility and improve probabilistic tsunami
hazard and risk analysis methods through the
development of standards, guidelines, methods, tools,
and identification of key research questions
The development of regional and global reference
probabilistic tsunami hazard and risk maps, as well as
standardized processes for developing local hazard and
risk analyses
Establish reference pools of experts for completing and
reviewing tsunami hazard and risk assessments from
stakeholders
The provision of a consistent input and contribution to
multi-hazard risk assessment through high-level
harmonization with organizations covering other natural
hazards
The interaction with stakeholders to ensure relevance and
proper dissemination of results and uncertainty
communication to non-scientists
To develop the above products while being mindful of
their benefits for society
Current GTM participation
34 partners have signed LoI’s, many more partners
interested (involved in meetings, publications, etc.)
Interested in GTM?
Endorsed by

globaltsunamimodel@gmail.com
http://www.globaltsunamimodel.org

Priority items
Short term priority , with focus on hazard during
first phase:
Framework for uncertainty treatment
Submarine fault characterization
Tsunami hazard from non-seismic sources
Homogenized global tsunami data handling
Long term and overarching goals:
Seismic source (probability and modelling)
Non-Seismic source (probability and modelling)
Tsunami (probability and modelling)
Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment,
PTHA
Vulnerability and fragility
Probabilistic Tsunami Risk Assessment, PTRA
Dissemination and geoethics (transparency –
uncertainty communication)
Contributed projects and activities
TSUMAPS-NEAM (http://www.tsumapsneam.eu/)
─ Tsunami hazard maps for DG-ECHO
(European Civil Protection)
─ Makes use of GTM pool of experts
New global tsunami hazard assessment
finalized (Davies et al., 2017)
─ Deeper analysis on earthquake model
epistemic uncertainties
Reviews of Geophysics: Probabilistic
Tsunami Hazard Analysis (Grezio et al.,
2017)
Dissemination activities for stakeholders
─ UNISDR Words into action
─ World tsunami awareness day
─ JRC Science for DRM report

Davies et al. (2017)

NEW in GTM
CONTRIBUTING TO Global Assessment
Report 2019 (GAR19)
COORDINATING THE AGITHAR COST
ACTION (STARTING 1/2019)
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